In recent years, the Internet has become a key arena for a great number of daily activities. Electoral processes cannot be left behind in this progress, and this is why Indra in its portfolio of solutions has developed an internet voting system which provides the proper security guarantees and lots of advantages.

NetVote automates the casting of the votes and scrutiny in a faster way, reducing mistakes in the counting process, increasing the efficiency of elections.

The vote is cast through an intuitive interface, giving different options to voters including the blank vote. With Indra’s NetVote the selected option can be verified and confirmed by the voter.

NetVote allows: Voting, Counting, Transmission, Tallying and Reporting of elections results.
Features

- Secure voting system by Internet based in cryptography
- Efficient and reliable system designed for elections in all environments: government, colleges, syndicates, universities, private companies, etc.
- System authentication through any secure credentials: user & password, digital certificates, biometrical data, etc.
- Designed for deployment in combination with other election interfaces (electronic or traditional)
- Use of the EML standard for system integration with any external system (whether to import initialisation data, to export information / votes)
- Client operation and process control, with online pre-electoral management of electoral roll and candidates
- Guarantee of vote confidentiality, unicity of vote, auditability and recovery of vote from voter credential

Benefits

- Mobility: Allows to vote from any place with independence of voter district
- Convenience: Provides great flexibility against eventual matters
- Resource saving: specially in terms of paper, logistics and human resources
- Simplicity in design, deployment and operation of the whole electoral process
- Speed in deployment and scrutiny
- No need of active components or deployments on voter system

Other Services

- Image and communication strategy
- Local legislation adaptation
- Credential issuing and distribution
- Operational and technical support
- Training
- Full outsourcing of the electoral process

What makes Indra your best election

Indra has a wide experience in designing, developing and deploying electoral solutions based on new technologies. This experience allows Indra to adapt to the needs and requirements found in any electoral project. Indra has made the most important elections with electronic vote systems by Internet in terms of:

- Amount and relevance of projects.
- Number of processed votes, including elections with more than 40,000 votes cast (Elections for the Advisory Council of Guardia Civil since 2002).
- Number of voters with an electoral roll of more than 2,000,000 voters (UE constitution Referendum in Spain).